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ABSTRACT

Objective Unprecedented SARS-CoV-2 infections in farmed minks raised immediate concerns regarding transmission to humans and initiated intensive environmental investigations to assess occupational and environmental exposure.

Methods Air sampling was performed at infected Dutch mink farms, at farm premises and at nearby residential sites. A range of other environmental samples were collected from minks’ housing units, including bedding materials. SARS-CoV-2 RNA was analysed in all samples by quantitative PCR.

Results Inside the farms, considerable levels of SARS-CoV-2 RNA were found in airborne dust, especially in personal inhalable dust samples (approximately 1000–10 000 copies/m³). Most of the settling dust samples tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 RNA (82%, 75 of 92). SARS-CoV-2 RNA was not detected in outdoor air samples, except for those collected near the entrance of the most recently infected farm. Many samples of minks’ housing units and surfaces contained SARS-CoV-2 RNA.

Conclusions Infected mink farms can be highly contaminated with SARS-CoV-2 RNA. This warns of occupational exposure, which was substantiated by considerable SARS-CoV-2 RNA concentrations in personal air samples. Dispersion of SARS-CoV-2 to outdoor air was found to be limited and SARS-CoV-2 RNA was not detected in air samples collected beyond farm premises, implying a negligible risk of environmental exposure to nearby communities. Our occupational and environmental risk assessment is in line with whole genome sequencing analyses showing mink-to-human transmission among farm workers, but no indications of direct zoonotic transmission events to nearby communities.

INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic has its grip on the world. After the initial animal-to-human jump, human-to-human transmission took off. Several incident cases of human-to-animal transmission have been reported, but large outbreaks among commercially kept animals were not reported until minks (Neovison vison) at Dutch fur farms were found to be infected in April 2020. Subsequently, SARS-CoV-2 outbreaks in mink farms occurred worldwide and transmission experiments with ferrets show that SARS-CoV-2 is efficiently transmitted between minks and related species.

The occurrence of an unprecedented SARS-CoV-2 infection in farmed minks raised immediate concerns regarding human health, both for the farm worker population and for neighbouring residents, and in view of global health considering the potential

What is already known about this subject?

► SARS-CoV-2 infections in farmed minks were first observed in the Netherlands and later in other countries worldwide.

► This raised concerns regarding environmental transmission of SARS-CoV-2 from minks to farm workers and the general population living in the vicinity of the infected farms.

What are the new findings?

► Our intensive environmental investigations showed high levels of SARS-CoV-2 RNA contamination inside infected mink farms and considerable SARS-CoV-2 RNA concentrations in personal air samples, warning for occupational exposure among farm workers.

► Dispersion of SARS-CoV-2 to outdoor air was found to be limited and SARS-CoV-2 RNA was not detected in air samples collected beyond farm premises, implying a negligible risk of environmental exposure to nearby communities.

How might this impact on policy or clinical practice in the foreseeable future?

► Given the risk of interspecies transmission of SARS-CoV-2 between minks and humans, COVID-19 preventive measures and strict biosecurity are essential in mink farming.

► Once a mink farm is infected by SARS-CoV-2, the whole farm should be considered contaminated, which necessitates intensive precautionary measures, including proper cleaning/disinfecting, even in the period after culling.
evolution of SARS-CoV-2 by large-scale animal passage. Therefore, a One Health approach was deployed to gain insight into the (genomic) epidemiology, sources and modes of transmission, and the associated human health risks.\textsuperscript{2,9,10} Using whole genome sequencing, evidence was provided of SARS-CoV-2 transmission from humans to minks, between minks, and from minks back to humans.\textsuperscript{8} Both in the Netherlands\textsuperscript{9} and Denmark,\textsuperscript{11} widespread transmission between farms occurred, with yet unknown mode of transmission.

In this paper, we describe intensive environmental investigations in and around the first SARS-CoV-2-infected mink farms notified in the Netherlands to better understand occupational and environmental health risks for workers and neighbouring residents. The study objectives were the following:

► To measure SARS-CoV-2 exposure by personal and stationary air sampling in mink farms.
► To study potential dispersion of SARS-CoV-2 to ambient environment by means of outdoor air sampling.
► To assess SARS-CoV-2 contamination of surfaces and materials sampled from minks’ housing units.

\textbf{METHODS}

\textbf{Investigated farms}

On 23 April, SARS-CoV-2 infection was established at the first Dutch farm, NB1, which has two separate locations (NB1A and NB1B, 115 m apart). Two days later, another farm tested positive, NB2, situated at a 14 km distance from NB1. Both NB1 and NB2 experienced increased mortality among minks, coinciding with respiratory signs starting in the first half of April.\textsuperscript{2,9,10} From 28 April onwards, environmental sampling started at both farms. On 6 May, two additional farms tested positive, NB3 and NB4. NB4, in contrast to the other farms, appeared to be more recently infected at the time of detection.\textsuperscript{2,9,10} Therefore, NB4 was included for environmental sampling from 13 May onwards (see online supplemental methods A for additional information on the outbreaks, including a timeline and background information on husbandry practices).

\textbf{Design of environmental sampling}

Air sampling was performed by filter-based techniques whereby air is forced through a filter and particles present in the air, including potentially SARS-CoV-2-contaminated particles, are captured. To gain insight into potential differences related to particle size fraction, air sampling was performed in parallel to measure both particulate matter 10 (PM\textsubscript{10}) and inhalable dust based on the European norm defined size fractions.\textsuperscript{2,11}

We conducted long-term air sampling at both farms’ premises and nearby residential sites to detect potential dispersion of SARS-CoV-2 to the outdoor environment. We also collected air samples and settling dust at the farms and sampled surfaces and materials from minks’ housing units. Simultaneous upwind and downwind sampling around the mink houses was performed to assess dispersion. For this part of the study, we visited each farm once per week for 3 weeks (T1, T2, T3). For the more recent outbreak at NB4, long-term outdoor air sampling was performed for 3 weeks, while sampling inside the farm was done once. On 3 June, the Dutch government decided to cull all minks at all infected farms. To gain insight into potentially remaining environmental contamination after culling, NB4 was revisited 14 days postculling to collect samples.

\textbf{Multiple-day outdoor air sampling}

At the infected farms, consecutive 3-day to 5-day sampling of outdoor air was performed at a central position within 10 m from the (open) wall of the farm. Sampling of PM\textsubscript{10} and inhalable dust was performed in parallel at a 1.5 m height (for technical details see online supplemental methods B). After the first measurement week at NB4, measurement equipment was installed at three additional locations (B, C, D) within short distances from the initial location (A), where positive samples had been detected (see online supplemental figure S1 for a map). At B, C and D, total suspended particles (undefined size fraction) were additionally sampled.

Three residential sites were included in repeated 7-day air sampling. Three consecutive measurements per site were performed in the vicinity of NB1 (15 000 m) and NB2 (12 000 m). In addition, a residential site in a mink-free area (>70 km from NB1 and NB2) was included as a background location.

\textbf{Sampling inside farm and downwind/upwind}

\textbf{Air sampling}

Six-hour stationary air sampling and 8-hour personal air sampling were performed for both PM\textsubscript{10} and inhalable dust in parallel (for technical details see online supplemental methods B and for pictures see online supplemental figure S2). Personal air samples were collected using portable pumps and sampling heads attached within the breathing zone of the fieldworker. Stationary air sampling was performed at a 1.5 m height at three spots distributed within the farm, which remained the same over time. The locations of the 6-hour air sampling outside the farm were based on the wind direction on the day of measurement. Upwind sampling was performed at a 50 m distance from the farm and downwind sampling at 10–20 m and 100 m distance.

\textbf{Settling dust sampling}

Settling dust sampling was performed using electrostatic dust fall collectors (EDCs), which are sterilised electrostatic cloths (polyester electrostatic cloth; Albert Heijn, Zaandam, The Netherlands) placed in a disposable holder.\textsuperscript{13} EDCs were placed at 11 spots distributed throughout the farm. EDCs were placed in proximity (<0.40 m) of the minks by placing them on currently unused top layers of minks’ housing units (1.60 m height). At NB1, some EDCs could also be placed farther away from the minks (several metres) by placing these on hanging plates or on a stand positioned in an empty alley (see online supplemental methods B for details and online supplemental figure S2 for pictures). After 1 week, the exposed EDCs were collected and replaced by new EDCs.

\textbf{Sampling of minks’ housing units}

Per farm visit, a minimum of 10 minks’ housing units were sampled, including those of recently deceased minks (<2 days) and at least three alive minks (see online supplemental methods B for details and online supplemental figure S3 for pictures). In short, swipes were collected of the materials settled on the hard-board border at the front of the housing unit. Bedding materials, consisting of straw/hay, were collected from the night/nest box. Food residues were scraped off the top of the cage, where minimally once a day fresh food is placed. Swabs were taken of the rim of the drinker cup. If present, faecal materials were collected from the cage, otherwise from the floor beneath the cage.

\textbf{Procedures and analyses}

For details on the procedures and analyses, see online supplemental methods C. In short, each fieldwork day, all samples were immediately stored after collection at 4°C and directly brought to a biosafety level (BSL)-2 laboratory, where samples...
were prepared for storage at −80°C on the same day. Samples were transported in batches on dry ice to another laboratory (BSL-2/3) for RNA extraction and quantitative PCR analyses for SARS-CoV-2. Virus isolation was attempted from air samples with a cycle threshold (Ct) value below 32.

Data processing and analyses were performed using RStudio (V.3.6.3). For the purpose of quantification, viral load in positive samples was computed and expressed in number of copies per standard unit (see online supplemental table S1). Multivariable modelling was performed to explore the associations with determinants. Censored regression analyses (parametric survival on log-transformed outcomes due to otherwise skewed distribution) were performed on bedding material samples, swipes and EDCs. Estimates of associations were raised to the power of 10 to represent ratios in per standard unit (see online supplemental table S1). Multivariable modelling was performed to explore the associations with determinants. Censored regression analyses (parametric survival on log-transformed outcomes due to otherwise skewed distribution) were performed on bedding material samples, swipes and EDCs. Estimates of associations were raised to the power of 10 to represent ratios in per standard unit (see online supplemental table S1).

RESULTS

Air samples

Farms NB1A, NB1B and NB2

At the first farm visit, SARS-CoV-2 RNA was detected inside each farm in one out of three 6-hour inhalable dust samples (see Table 1). At farm NB1B, personal sampling was also performed during the first visit, of which one of the two 8-hour inhalable dust samples tested positive. Quantification of these four positive active air samples showed concentrations ranging from 2.4 × 10^3 RNA copies/m^3 to 4.9 × 10^3 RNA copies/m^3 (Ct range: 35–36). All of the parallel collected PM_{10} samples inside the farm and all other inhalable dust and PM_{10} air samples inside or near the mink houses were negative.

SARS-CoV-2 RNA was detected in a high number of settling dust samples (75 out of 92, 82%; median virus load 7.4 × 10^4 copies/m^2). All EDCs deployed at the first farm visit were positive (Ct range: 25.1–34.6) at all three farms, with viral RNA loads ranging from 1.6 × 10^4 to 2.2 × 10^7 copies/m^2 per day sampled (see figure 1). At NB2, all EDCs deployed at the second and third farm visits were also all positive; at T2 (1 week after T1) at NB1A and NB1B, the percentage positives dropped to 73% and 80%, respectively, and further to 64% and 27% at T3. The results of the multivariable modelling (see online supplemental table S2) showed a significant (p < 0.05) decrease in viral RNA load over time at all three farms (factor 2.7 weeks 2 vs 1, factor 5 weeks 3 vs 2). Furthermore viral RNA loads in EDCs placed in very close proximity (<0.40 m) to minks were on average 2.3 times higher than those farther away from animal cages (p < 0.05).

Residential sites

All of the consecutively collected 7-day ambient air samples of PM_{10} at the three residential sites (three samples per site) were negative for SARS-CoV-2.

Farm NB4

Of the air samples collected at farm NB4, three out of six 6-hour inhalable dust samples and both 8-hour personal inhalable dust

Table 1 Overview of SARS-CoV-2 RNA in particulate matter 10 and inhalable dust samples collected at mink farms at a later phase of the ongoing SARS-CoV-2 outbreak

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timepoint</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Farm</th>
<th>6-hour stationary sampling inside farm</th>
<th>8-hour personal sampling inside farm</th>
<th>6-hour stationary sampling outside</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inhalable dust</td>
<td>Particulate matter 10</td>
<td>Inhalable dust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>28 April 2020</td>
<td>NB1</td>
<td>1/3 2.4 × 10^3</td>
<td>0/3 Not collected</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30 April 2020</td>
<td>NB2</td>
<td>1/3 4.9 × 10^3</td>
<td>0/3 Not collected</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 May 2020</td>
<td>NB1B</td>
<td>1/3 3.8 × 10^3</td>
<td>0/3 1/2 4.6 × 10^3</td>
<td>Not collected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 and 3</td>
<td>5–16 May 2020</td>
<td>NB1A, NB1B, NB2</td>
<td>0/18 Non-detects</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>0/12 Non-detects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All 4-day outdoor air samples collected between 28 April 2020 and 21 May 2020 at NB1A, NB1B and NB2 at their premises: SARS-CoV-2 RNA not detected. NA, not applicable.

Figure 1 Overview of viral load in settling dust samples per farm over time collected by means of electrostatic dust fall collectors (EDCs). Percentiles: 25th, 50th and 75th of the virus load detected in EDCs of 2.16E+04, 7.40E+04 and 3.68E+05, respectively. LOD, limit of detection.
samples were positive (see table 2). Concentrations measured in the personal air samples were higher compared with the stationary air samples, roughly 4×10⁷ copies/m³ (Ct: 31.7/31.8) compared with 7×10⁵ to 2×10⁶ copies/m³ (Ct range: 33.0–34.4). Two out of six stationary PM₁₀ samples and both personal PM₁₀ samples were positive, with lower concentrations compared with the inhalable dust samples.

In 4-day outdoor air samples collected at the premises, SARS-CoV-2 RNA was detected at measurement location A, positioned within 1.5 m of the farm’s open entrance, but also at measurement spots B and C, positioned within 10 m from the farm’s open entrance. PM₁₀ samples collected at spot A were either negative or contained limited levels of SARS-CoV-2 RNA. Inhalable dust and total suspended particles samples contained levels of SARS-CoV-2 RNA ranging from 3×10⁵ to 5×10⁶ copies/m³ (Ct range: 32.3–35.0). At location D, 20 m from the entrance, all samples were negative.

### Samples of minks’ housing units

#### Precooling

SARS-CoV-2 RNA was detected in all swipes of minks’ housing units (n=99, lowest Ct: 21.5, median virus load 6.0×10⁶ copies). A high percentage of bedding materials (83%, 78 out of 94, lowest Ct: 15.9, median virus load 8.2×10⁵ copies) were also positive, and to a lesser extent faecal materials (54%, 51 out of 95, lowest Ct: 24.6). Some swabs of the drinker cups and few food residues were positive (31%, 30 out of 97, lowest Ct: 24.8; 10%, 9 out of 90, lowest Ct 28.9, respectively). Significant differences in viral load in swipes and bedding materials were observed between farms (see table 3 and online supplemental figure S4). Viral load was estimated to be 7 times higher in swipes and 45 times higher in bedding materials at NB4 compared with NB1A and with even larger differences when compared with NB1B and NB2. Higher viral loads were observed in the bedding materials of the housing units belonging to recently deceased minks versus minks that were still alive. Significantly lower odds of detection in faecal materials and swabs of drinker cups were observed for sampling at later timepoints compared to the first timepoint (table 3). In swabs of drinker cups, higher odds of detection were also associated with recently deceased minks.

#### Postcooling

Samples collected postcooling at NB4 of the same housing units sampled precooling showed a clearly decreased detection of viral RNA. However, RNA was still measurable in 14% of the swipes and 21% of faecal materials, and especially in bedding materials (top layer 57%, bottom layer 85%). A large drop in viral load postcooling versus precooling was observed in bedding materials’ top layer (factor 100 difference, p<0.001), and for the bottom layer this drop was considerably smaller (factor 10 difference, p<0.05) (see online supplemental table S3 and figure S5).

### Controls

None of the field blanks collected (minimally 1 per 10 samples) tested positive. Fieldworkers remained SARS-CoV-2-negative throughout the study; they always wore personal protective equipment (PPE), including full face mask.

### DISCUSSION

Air and surfaces at infected mink farms were found to be highly contaminated with SARS-CoV-2 RNA. Airborne inhalable dust contaminated with SARS-CoV-2 RNA was detected inside each investigated farm. Most settling dust samples tested positive, as well as many samples of minks’ housing units. In contrast to the high level of contamination detected inside the farm, no SARS-CoV-2 RNA or incidental low concentrations were detected in outdoor air. This raises caution for occupational health risks in infected farms and suggests a negligible role of SARS-CoV-2 dispersion by air in community transmission.

---

Table 2: Overview of SARS-CoV-2 RNA in particulate matter 10 and inhalable dust samples collected at a mink farm (NB4) during a more acute phase of SARS-CoV-2 outbreak.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Non-detect(s)</th>
<th>Inhalable</th>
<th>Particulate matter 10</th>
<th>Total suspended particles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13 May 2020</td>
<td>Multiple-day outdoor: spot A only</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Positive sample(s): virus concentration (RNA copies/m³) A: 7.1×10⁷</td>
<td>Non-detect(s)</td>
<td>Non-detect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 May 2020</td>
<td>Multiple-day outdoor: spot A only</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Positive sample(s): virus concentration (RNA copies/m³) A: 3.6×10⁷</td>
<td>Non-detect</td>
<td>Not collected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 May 2020</td>
<td>6-hour indoor stationary (sampling spots I, II, III, IV, V, VI)</td>
<td>I, II, V</td>
<td>Positive sample(s): virus concentration (RNA copies/m³) I: 6.6×10⁴, IV: 9.8×10⁴, VI: 1.9×10⁴</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Not collected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8-hour indoor personal (person X and person Y)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Positive sample(s): virus concentration (RNA copies/m³) X: 4.5×10⁴, Y: 4.3×10⁴</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Not collected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 May 2020</td>
<td>Multiple-day outdoor: expanded (spot A+ B, C, D)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Positive sample(s): virus concentration (RNA copies/m³) A: 2.6×10⁷</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>A: 1.1×10⁷, A, C, D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 May 2020</td>
<td>Multiple-day outdoor: expanded (spot A+ B, C, D)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Positive sample(s): virus concentration (RNA copies/m³) A: None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>B, D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 May 2020</td>
<td>Multiple-day outdoor: expanded (spot A+ B, C, D)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Positive sample(s): virus concentration (RNA copies/m³) A: 1.2×10⁷</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. I, II, III, IV, V, VI: stationary indoor air sampling spots (see online supplemental figure S1 for a map of the layout of the farm and measurement spots).
2. A, B, C, D: stationary outdoor air sampling spots (see online supplemental figure S1 for a map of the layout of the farm and measurement spots).
3. X: personal air sampling of fieldworker X; Y: personal air sampling of fieldworker Y.
In the course of the outbreak, effective SARS-CoV-2 spread among minks was observed, as well as transmission between minks and farm workers. High levels of environmental contamination inside the farm suggest a potential role of environmental exposure in mink-to-mink and mink-to-human transmission. The intensity of animal handling by farm workers varies over the course of a year and is typically solely high in April to June, which is the period from end of gestation to weaning. Animal handling is a likely cause of exposure among farm workers; however, zoonotic transmission events were also indicated in months when no/little animal handling was performed. SARS-CoV-2-contaminated airborne particles of sizes smaller than 10 μm and larger were detected in the air within the breathing zone of fieldworkers who performed environmental sampling. Both smaller-sized and larger-sized airborne particles should be considered relevant to health as deposition of inhaled SARS-CoV-2-contaminated particles anywhere along the respiratory tract has the potential to initiate infection. Considerable RNA concentrations were measured in the air within fieldworkers’ breathing zone, which probably underestimate the exposure of actual farm workers as they do have direct contact with the animals. The observed high levels of contamination throughout the farms and the likelihood of a mink-to-human transmission, as demonstrated by whole genome sequencing research, called for implementation of improved biosecurity, hygienic measures and wearing of PPE by farm workers and was effectuated by the Dutch authorities as of May 2020.

Airborne SARS-CoV-2 RNA could be a result of direct shedding into the air by an infectious mink (eg, via sneezing, breathing) and/or indirectly via shedding into the environment and subsequently becoming airborne of stirred up particles (eg, dust particles arising from the bedding material). SARS-CoV-2 experiments with ferrets showed transmission via respiratory droplets, aerosols and/or fomites between ferrets placed apart at 10 cm and >1 m. We performed stationary air sampling at a fixed distance of 30 cm from the nearest minks and personal air sampling naturally at varying distances of up to as close as 10 cm, and thus we could have detected direct shedding of respiratory droplets and/or aerosols. Co-occurrence of indirect routes of airborne spread of contaminated particles is also highly likely, given high levels of contamination observed in matrices easily becoming airborne, such as bedding materials, and presence of airborne dust-generating events (eg, uncontrolled air/wind flows, and movements of animals, food carts and humans). Visual inspections of dust that had settled on EDCs over the course of a week confirmed the high level of dust inside these farms. SARS-CoV-2 RNA loads were high in settling dust samples even at distances of several metres from the animals.

Environmental RNA load is the net result of shedding rates by SARS-CoV-2 infectious minks and processes such as degradation or removal/cleaning. Seroprevalence among minks at the investigated farms was high, indicating many had been infectious at some point in time. The rate of RNA decay is influenced by factors such as temperature and humidity, chemical exposure (eg, reactive oxygen species, alkylating agents) and radiation exposure (eg, ultraviolet radiation), and depending on the environmental matrix more or less decay may take place. SARS-CoV-2 RNA was still detectable in the environment 2 weeks after all animals were culled, similar to what has been observed in an outbreak investigation performed on a cruise ship. Farm cleaning is performed only sporadically; the last time the minks’ housing units were cleaned was months before the outbreak started and thus the results were not affected by a cleaning regimen. Proper cleaning/disinfecting of such a contaminated environment is difficult, as also clearly shown by the remaining SARS-CoV-2 RNA loads. These results, in light of the current many unknowns to actually characterise infection risk, warn of extended precaution in the period after culling.

These unprecedented SARS-CoV-2 infections in farmed minks raised immediate concerns regarding public health, which resulted in government-imposed enclosure of the area around the farms awaiting results of outdoor air investigations. In contrast to the high indoor environmental contamination, none of the 54 outdoor air samples collected at NB1A, NB1B and NB2 tested positive, implying that SARS-CoV-2 RNA was either not present in outdoor air, or if present then in very low concentrations (limit of detection ~10 copies/m³ of air). At NB4, the farm in a more acute phase of the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak, SARS-CoV-2 RNA was detected in outdoor air. Results clearly showed notable RNA concentrations in the air near the open entrance (<1.5 m) and a considerable drop in concentrations several metres further. Outside the farm premises, at a distance of 20 m from the minks, no RNA was detected. Outdoor air SARS-CoV-2 RNA concentrations in PM₁₀ were lower compared with inhalable

### Table 3 Results of multivariable modelling on SARS-CoV-2 RNA in the different sample types of mink housing units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Virus load (copies)</th>
<th>Virus presence (non-detect/detect)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swipe</td>
<td>Bedding material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio (95% CI)</td>
<td>Ratio (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm NB1A (indicator)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm NB18</td>
<td>0.43 * (0.23 to 0.81)</td>
<td>1.7 (0.25 to 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm NB2</td>
<td>0.37 * (0.20 to 0.68)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.03 to 1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm NB4</td>
<td>6.80 * (2.90 to 16.0)</td>
<td>45 * (3.0 to 670)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timepoint 1 (indicator)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timepoint 2</td>
<td>1.10 (0.60 to 2.00)</td>
<td>1.7 (0.24 to 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timepoint 3</td>
<td>0.57 (0.31 to 1.10)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.12 to 6.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mink recently deceased (vs live mink)</td>
<td>1.60 (0.95 to 2.60)</td>
<td>59 * (12 to 300)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of samples (percentage above limit of detection) collected per type: swipe n=99 (100%), bedding material n=94 (83%), faecal material n=95 (54%) and drinker cup swab n=97 (31%). Censored regression was applied for swipes and bedding material samples. Associations expressed in ratio=estimate of associations to the power of 10 to represent ratio in viral load. Logistic regression was applied for faecal material samples and swabs of the drinker cups due to the limited number of samples above the limit of detection. Associations expressed in OR.

*P<0.05.
dust/total suspended particles. Considering natural dispersion, large particles, especially >30 μm, deposit quickly and typically do not reach distances farther than tens of metres.22 23 Particles sized 10 μm or smaller are able to disperse further, but given the measured concentrations and the observed strong reduction over short distances it is unlikely that a potential risk of infection exists beyond farm premises. Furthermore, various outdoor environmental factors unfavourable to viruses, such as ultraviolet radiation, must be considered. Consequently, the direct environmental health risk to passers-by or neighbouring residents of infected farms is expected to be negligible. This substantiates findings by whole genome sequencing indicating no spillover to people living in the surroundings. Sequences of patients with COVID-19 living in the vicinity of infected mink farms did not cluster with sequences identified in minks and mink farmers, but reflected the general diversity seen in the Dutch databases of patients with COVID-19.33 Outbreak investigations performed around infected mink farms in Denmark suggested that virus transmission to the local community was caused by social contacts of infected mink farmers/workers with others.11 Our findings are not only relevant considering public health, but also suggest transmission by air as an unlikely route for the widespread and still unexplained ongoing farm-to-farm transmission.

The main limitation of our study is the lack of insight into SARS-CoV-2 viability. Many samples tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 RNA with considerable levels, but no insight was gained on infectivity. Viability testing was attempted on two air samples with the highest RNA concentrations, but attempts were unsuccessful as expected. On top of viability testing in general being challenging,24 the chosen measurement strategy, including the air sampling techniques deployed, was highly suited for RNA detection but inappropriate for viability assessment. To actually assess viability of a pathogen when in the air is extremely challenging as the sampling itself stresses the pathogens (to a more or lesser extent depending on the technique).25 26 Nevertheless, research performed in experimental settings27 28 and in a hospital situation29 was able to identify viable SARS-CoV-2 in air samples. In aerosols generated under laboratory conditions, SARS-CoV-2 remained stable for several hours (<16 hours).27 28 These findings support the potential risk of infection due to transmission via air. Another limitation is the unknown recovery efficiency of SARS-CoV-2 RNA from the environmental samples. A recent study by Minich et al30 on SARS-CoV-2 RNA recovery from swabs reported overall good recovery rates, and many factors were found to play a role (including swab type, storage solution, molecular processing), but especially the sampling itself. In our study, these factors remained the same throughout the study period, including collection of samples, which was strictly performed according to protocol by the same fieldworker, preventing potential differential errors. Absolute SARS-CoV-2 RNA levels in our study will be more or less underestimated depending on recovery efficiency. More experimental research on aspects such as viability and recovery of SARS-CoV-2 while in the environment is warranted to address important knowledge gaps, eventually enabling risk characterisation of SARS-CoV-2 environmental contamination.

In conclusion, infected mink farms can be highly contamined with SARS-CoV-2 RNA in airborne dust, on surfaces and in various other environmental matrices. Dispersion of SARS-CoV-2 to outdoor air was limited, which implies a negligible risk of environmental exposure to neighbouring residents.
12 Comité Européen de Normalisation (CEN); European Committee for Standardization. EN 481: 1993 Workplace atmospheres - Size fraction definitions for measurement of airborne particles, 1993.


